Greetings from Special Olympics Bharat

Virtual Engagements continue to build friendships – Aarushi & Prisha
This has been an unusual year for everyone. While certain things could not be done at all, those that could
be, had to be twisted around the new normal. For Prisha Gaba, a student of Class XII , Apeejay Pitampura
New Delhi, this year has brought a new set of ideas and thoughts making the year very valued as she
reflects on her journey with Aarushi Sharma, Athlete from New Delhi. “I had not engaged so closely with a
Person with Intellectual Disability before. I had a shallow idea about intellectual ‘different ability’ but after
connecting with Aarushi I realised that she was just like me and even better than me in some aspects. Since
then the meaning of the word has changed for me drastically”

“I still remember my first virtual interaction with her, I was quite uncomfortable since I didn’t know how to
initiate the conversation. Initially I stammered a bit but then I realize that Aarushi was equally shy. I took
stock of the situation and asked Aarushi whether she would like to learn calligraphy from me. I always felt
that if I want to empower her, I need to feel empowered myself. Shortcomings existed within both of us and
the bridges we built between ourselves strengthened us both in our Individual Capacities”- Prisha
Aarushi 23 yrs, is an Athlete from New Delhi. (View her self-introduction here, covered by ‘Bridge’) She won
a Silver medal in Basketball in the Special Olympics World Summer Games held in Abu Dhabi in 2019.
Born prematurely and with one ear, she showed no signs of any ‘out of the normal’ behaviour. For Aarushi
the challenge did not come from people but it came from within. She was aware of her Speech imperfection
and attempted all the time to keep the right side of her face concealed. However, sports drew her attention
to participating, team coordination, victory, joy. It made her feel important and she started to shed
inhibitions, pushing herself to reach out to people around her. Prisha explains me very well. She helps me
with my work patiently. I feel comforted when she calls me. I want to roam around with her and dance and
do many more activities- says she. Read More
_________________________________________
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Observing the International Day of Persons With Disabilities
While the Athletes and the Youth leaders remained focussed on the importance of the day, wishing and
spreading awareness, the celebration brought a variety of activities spread across the week bringing on
board stakeholders from diverse sections.

Enel Green Power
India : As part of Enel’s
Unlock Diversity Program,
an introductory session
about Special Olympics
was
held
with
the
employees of the Company
in the presence of the
leaders and officials of both
the organizations. Enel is an Italian multinational energy company that is active in the sectors of electricity
generation and distribution, as well as in the distribution of natural gas.
Emanuele Polimanti Head of Sustainability Asia and Oceania Sustainability present at the occasion,
expressed their proposal of taking this engagement forward speedily confirming the participation of Enel
employees in India in the Fit 5 program unified with the SO Bharat Athletes. A series of engagements are
likely to follow, led by Enel across learning to leverage the Social Media platforms judiciously, participate
actively in environmental care, waste management and more.

SO Bharat Punjab: Within a weeks’ time the Punjab Chapter
conducted an ‘Art’ competition featuring a variety of fields- Dance,
Singing, Art and Fancy Dress. A crisp meeting with the Coaches helped
Mr Suresh Thakur, Sports Director of the State, put together a team of
five judges and the event attracted 250 entries in the short span. 3
December was decided as the date to announce the winners. The event
on the third was conducted in collaboration with the Punjabi University
Patiala. The event was led by the Area Director of the State , Col
Karaminder Singh while it was attended by Senior bureaucrats of the
state, including senior officials of the SSA (Samagra Shiksha Abhiyan). While enjoying a cultural show
featuring the Athletes, the celebration demonstrated a strong networking within the state that continues to
thrive and continues to strengthen endaevours to promote Inclsion of Persons with Intellectual Disabilities

‘Fitness and Flexibility’ keeps the Athletes sport-ready: The Months of October and
November held competitions for the Athletes in Yoga and Fitness, the result announcements of which were
held on 3 and 4 of December 2020
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In a follow up to series of Yoga Sessions held earlier this year by
Ms Namrata Menon, Yoga Acharya, founder of World of Yoga,
244 Athletes from 17 States participated in the program held
between 17th October to -15th November 2020. 160 Male and 84
Females participants upward of age 8, submitted their entries
across Sarvang Asana and Surya Namaskar .The event was
presided by Padma Sri Sharath Kamal, an International Table
Tennis Player, a recipient of the Arjuna Award and the Padma Sri
which is the fourth highest Civilian Award. Motivating the viewers,
he said, “There is no shortcut to success; determination,
commitment, dedication and discipline must be followed to
achieve it” Mr Kamal has committed to support SO Bharat in
future
The fitness Challenge was conducted between 24 October and
18 November 2020 drawing 200 participants from 13 States within
its fold. The awards were announced in a celebration held on 4 December across the different routines
within Push-ups and Sit-ups performed by 129 Male and 71 Female participants Ms Manika Batra , an
Indian Table Tennis Player and a recipient of the Arjuna Award and the Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna Award ,
graced the event, sharing her personal experiences and sports journey. Inspiring the Special Athletes and
the others alike she said, “ To get a Medal for India is a great feeling. But more important is the effort, hardwork and commitment that goes into it. One must learn to shun all fears and negativity to achieve a higher
goal. Prepare yourself to impress ‘Yourself’ and not to impress others”

Impacting the Community through Unified Schools- a celebration:
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Supported by the Stavros Niarchos Foundation, Special Olympics International celebrated the Play Unified:
Learn Unified Global Football Skills Virtual Competition, highlighting the Special Olympics Football starts
from around the globe, on 3 December 2020. The hour-long event was a culmination of a Unified football
competition held across a month receiving 190 football skill videos from over 50 Unified Pairs, across the
skills of dribbling, juggling, and passing. The competition started in the 13 Programs that currently
participate in the Play Unified: Learn Unified project and then expanded to many more Special Olympics
Programs
Skills of Unified Pairs from China, Kenya & India (Tiyas Chatterjee and Arka Roy from West Bengal) were
video- presented. The Unified Pairs expressed their experiences of friendships, Unified Sports and Unified
Schools. Mr Virender Kumar, Area Director for Special Olympics Bharat - Haryana, shared his story about
the impact of Unified Schools and Sports has had on his local community. Priyanka , Athlete Leader from
Haryana and Tiyas Chatterjee Youth leader from West Bengal expressed their gratitude to SNF for granting
this opportunity, as did more youth leaders from Kenya, Eqypt, Taiwan and China
The event, witnessing the distinguished presence of Mr David Evangelista, Special Olympics Europe
Eurasia Regional President and the Senior representatives from the Stavros Niarchos Foundation exuded
a deep undertone of promoting Inclusion. In the words of Mr David Evangelista, “We are honored that a
huge Philanthropic leader like the SNF found in our movement and in our Athletes the value, the inspiration
and the power, to bring their philanthropy to the global ideals that are Social Inclusion for all”
_________________________________________

Sports continues to build bridges- an engagement with the Mumbai City FC

You are a great example of ‘realising dreams by believing in yourself’, said the Head Coach Mumbai City
Football Club (MCFC), as he congratulated all the SO Bharat Athletes and Coaches. “Sports is comparable
with life itself, where you sometimes win and lose at other times, but each time you learn. This is most
important as it is in your worst moments that you end up learning the most”. He spoke as he recalled his
journey from a player to a Coach
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A virtual interaction between the MCFC and SO Bharat on 12 November 2020 re-connected the two after
a first in-person experience held with the Mumbai Athletes and Coaches last year. Player Mandar Rao
Desai, Strength and Conditioning Coach- Manuel Sayabera, Head Coach Sergio Lobera and the MCFC
Team Coordinator, Mr Anuj interacted with sixteen Athletes (now Coach Assistants) and Coaches from
Assam, Delhi, Goa, Maharashtra, Pondicherry and UP View here
“We really wanted to do something together this year and I am glad that we could come together for a great
interaction like this. I hope that everyone takes back some learning out of it. We are very excited to do more
with SO Bharat on an ongoing basis. The internet is bringing us closer every day. We are just a click away”Anuj The Football Club as well as SO Bharat-Maharashtra are exploring to sign an MoU (Memorandum of
Understanding) in the New Year to keep this journey of Inclusive sports going

Mini Javelin Coaches Training
Approx 80 participants attended the Mini Javelin
Coaches training held on 9 Nov 2020, led by
Aditya Bhargava, Siddharth Patil and Michael
from Amentum Sports. The objective was to
technically assist the Coaches in accessing and
qualifying a Mini Javelin training through an online
course that included an examination as well. As a
result of the earlier sessions 46 Coaches have
answered the theory examination that mandates a
score of 65 percentage in the least.
The next step for the Coaches would be to attempt the practical examination referred to as the ‘Strong arm’
Course. This examination would include video submissions of ‘field set ups, throwing, holding positions etc.
by the Coaches.Amentum Sports aims to create a group of ‘Elite Coaches’ within SO Bharat who would
assist other Coaches and Athletes in developing the Sport within India. The training would be followed by
Mini Javelin Workshops that would include active participation of the Athletes as well. Early in June 2020,
a Webinar on Mini Javelin was held by SO Bharat, with about 200 participants, by the founder of Throwing
Zone Athletics (TZA) and the inventor of TurboJav, Mr Tom Petranoff
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Walking the ramp with the Models

Simran Pujara , Athlete from Chattisgarh, joined three more co-Athletes to participate in her first ever
experience of walking down the ramp with the Models. Shimran, Gargi, Rashmin and Shilpi were the
Athletes who gave a Special performance on stage in one of the biggest fashion show of Bilaspur,
Chattigarh- Aaiyna, by Walk For Charity. Along with the day of the event the preceding practises created
moments of joy and camaraderie between the Models and the participating Athletes
“SO Bharat- CG has been consistent in the process of INCLUSION. This is a huge platform that included
the Special Athletes for the first time along with the children from the slums. The excitement amongst the
Athletes was overwhelming. We will continue to engage with the organization exploring more opportunities
in future”- Dr Pramod Tiwari, Area Director , SO Bharat – Chattisgarh

INCLUSIVE YOUTH ACTIVATION- By the youth for the youth
Sibling Engagement gains momentum
The Athletes of Special Olympics Bharat along with their siblings, virtually celebrated the International Day
of Persons with Disabilities, upholding their abilities and reaching out to more siblings, family members
and State leaders, on 2 December 2020. The event was a culmination of a month-long activities and
engagements that created an open platform for the Siblings pairs to engage together in multiple activities.
Subject-focused sessions were held with their families separately, creating an opportunity for them to
deliberate essential challenges and concerns with each other as well as with experts invited for each of
them
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Aakriti Gupta and Gayatri Pore, sibling leaders from Jammu and Maharashtra, respectively, took over 80
attendees through an overwhelming journey driven by different Sibling pairs. Advaith and his sibling Krish
from Telangana anchored the event, stringing together more siblings and leaders from the Special Olympics
International and SO Bharat who zoomed into different aspects of making Inclusion a reality, voicing
concerns and observations emerging from their personal experiences.

The participants included Athletes, Sibling leaders, Youth leaders, Family members, Guests and Program
Officials from India, Singapore, Indonesia and USA. The event drew a distinguished audience that included
the Chairman of SO Bharat and a recipient of the Dhyan Chand Award, Mr. Satish Pillai; Ms Meghan Hussey
and Ms Alicia Paul from the Special Olympics international, USA; Ms. Lynn Tan, Ms. Avi Tania and Ms.
Bella Choo from the Special Olympics Asia Pacific, Singapore Regional office

Shrey Kadian has been nominated to represent the Asia-Pacific Region in the
Special Olympics Global Athlete Leadership Council
It is for the first time that an Athlete from SO Bharat has received the
honour. The GALC has seven members representing all the seven
Special Olympics regions. Shrey will be serving a term of three years
in this role, where he would be expected to represent the ideas of the
region, plan opportunities that create a platform for training &
empowering more Athletes and continue to model Unified Leadership
The Global Athlete Leadership Council has seven members
representing all the seven Special Olympics regions.
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Shrey will be serving a term of three years (2021-2023) in this role, where he would be expected to
represent the ideas of the region, plan opportunities that create a platform for training & empowering more
Athletes and continue to model Unified Leadership
Shrey Kadian who joined SO Bharat in 2008 becomes a role-model with his continuous endeavors of selfgrowth and the growth of Athlete leadership within SO Bharat. He has big dreams of establishing a strong
identity for Persons with Intellectual Disabilities with the Government of India and mainstreaming them.
Observing and imbibing profound lessons of Leadership from none other than Air Marshal Denzil Keelor,
the Founder of the Special Olympics movement in India, Shrey with his blessings, prepares to expand his
role to support the global Athlete community with steadfast sincerity
PARTNERS IN INCLUSION
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